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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Cassiar Geoscience Consulting Ltd. (CGC) is pleased to provide the following report which is comprised of 

a desktop review of publicly available geological and hydrogeological information for District Lot 3421 

Osoyoos Division Yale District (the “subject property”) located approximately 11 kilometers (km) 

northeast of Vernon, British Columbia (BC).  The intent of the report is to gain knowledge regarding the 

groundwater resource potential for a proposed residential development at the subject property. The 

report also focuses on understanding underlying geological controls to the potential groundwater flow 

system (major faults, rock types, and anticipated groundwater flow directions).  

This work was performed in accordance with an email scope of work between CGC and Doug Griffin of 

Black Stream Holdings Ltd., dated April 26, 2021. This report has been prepared by CGC for the sole benefit 

and use by Black Stream Holdings Ltd, M2MS Holdings Ltd., and EAG Holdings Ltd. In performing this work, 

CGC relied in good faith on information provided by others and has assumed that the information 

provided by those individuals is both complete and accurate as the author of this report did not conduct 

a site visit. The findings presented herein should be considered within the context of the scope of work; 

further, the findings are time sensitive and considered valid only at the time this report was produced. 

The conclusions and recommendations contained in this Report are based upon the applicable guidelines, 

regulations, and legislation existing at the time the Report was produced; any changes in the regulatory 

regime may alter the conclusions and/or recommendations. CGC accepts no responsibility for damages, 

if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or actions taken based on these opinions. 

1.1 Property Details  

The subject property (District Lot 3421) consists of 153 acres of undeveloped land located in Electoral 

Area “C” of the Regional District of North Okanagan (RDNO) and is situated southwest of the end of 

Forsberg Road (which spurs off Silverstar Road) (Figure 1). CGC understands the proposed development 

would rezone the property into five-acre residential lots in accordance with the Area “C” Official 

Community Plan (OCP). The subject property is bounded to the east and west by undeveloped Crown land 

and by undeveloped private property to the north and south. The parcel at the northeast corner of the 

property consists of residential acreages along Forsberg Road.  

1.2 Information Sources 

This desktop review consisted of gathering publicly available online information from various sources 

including: 

 iMap BC 

 Available public sources (hydrogeology consulting reports) 

 Geological Survey of Canada  

 Data BC Catalogue 
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Figure 1. Site Location – District Lot 3421, Regional District of North Okanagan, BC
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2.0 PROPERTY INFORMATION 

The following subsections describe the climate, topography, bedrock, and surficial geology within the 

general area of the subject property boundary.  

2.1 Climate 

The climate in the area is characterized by cool, moist winters and warm and dry summers. There are two 

long-term Environment Canada weather stations near the subject property (Vernon North Station – 9 km 

to the west and Vernon Coldstream Ranch – 11 km to the south). The available historical climate data for 

these two stations is for the period from 1981 to 2010 (Environment Canada, 2021).  

Based on a review of the climate data, the mean annual total precipitation at the Vernon North station 

was 487 millimeters (mm) (345 mm of rain and 142 centimeters (cm) of snow). The mean annual total 

precipitation at the Vernon Coldstream Ranch station was generally similar to the Vernon North Station 

with 500 mm (383 mm of rain and 117 cm of snow).  

Snowfall can occur during every month from October to April with the majority falling in December and 

January. Rainfall can occur during each month of the year with the majority falling during May and June. 

Overall, the greatest amount of precipitation (rain and snow combined) occurs in November, December, 

and June at the Vernon Coldstream Ranch station and from November to January at the Vernon North 

station. The lowest amount of combined precipitation occurs from February to April at both weather 

stations. As the elevation of the subject property is approximately 400-600 m higher than the two weather 

stations it is expected that there will be a greater amount of precipitation at the subject property than the 

valley bottoms.  

Silver Star Mountain Resort, located 6 km to the northeast of the property (Figure 1) and 600 m higher in 

elevation, also collects daily precipitation data throughout the ski season and sporadically throughout the 

off-season (Golder, 2008). This data has not been obtained or reviewed for this report.   

2.2 Topography and Surface Water 

The general topography slopes from the southeast towards the northwest with an approximate grade of 

18%. The elevation on the property varies from approximately 1100 m above sea level (m asl) along the 

southeast corner to 900 m asl along the northwest corner.  

Based on the desktop research, there are no surface water features within the property boundaries. 

Ephemeral drainage channels reported by the property owners were observed during a site visit in May 

2021. They appeared to be two separate drainage channels that were intercepting near surface runoff, 

one of which reported to a water receiving area where some ponding occurred. BX Creek is situated 

approximately 100 m downgradient from the northwest corner of the property and runs from its 

headwaters near Silver Star Mountain in a southwesterly direction towards Vernon (Figure 1).   
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2.3 Bedrock and Surficial Geology 

2.3.1 Bedrock Geology 

The subject property lies within the Quesnel Terrane of the Omineca geomorphologic belt and is underlain 

by Upper Triassic aged sedimentary rocks (mudstone, siltstone, shale fine clastic sedimentary rocks) 

belonging to the Nicola Group (UTrNsf) (Figure 2) (Cui et. al. 1997). There are no major faults running 

beneath the property and there is believed to be no bedrock outcrop exposure on the subject property. 

The strike and dip of the bedrock beneath the subject property is unknown due to the lack of bedrock 

exposure within or adjacent to the property. Based on the topography of the subject property it is inferred 

that the bedrock dips to the northwest-west towards BX creek and would be encountered at a shallower 

depth on the eastern part of the property.   

2.3.2 Surficial Geology 

The surficial geology at the subject property is comprised of thick glacial till referred to as “till blanket” 

deposits (Figure 3) (BC Geological Service MapPlace). The sand, gravel, silt, or clay content of these 

deposits in the vicinity of the subject property are not known, as there are no soil logs available. 
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Figure 2. Bedrock geology map, District Lot 3421, Regional District of North Okanagan, BC
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Figure 3. Surficial geology map, District Lot 3241, Regional District of North Okanagan, BC
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2.3.2.1 Surficial Geology NE of the Property 

Until a drilling investigation occurs, the thickness and lateral extent of the surficial deposits beneath the 

subject property is unknown. Well logs from two adjacent lots along Forsberg Road (approximately 485 

m from the northeast corner of the subject property and on the south side of BX Creek) provide some 

lithological information for the general area to the northeast (IMAP, 2021). The two well logs (WTN 83508 

and 83509) report clay rich material with rocks and boulders (glacial till) underlain by several units of 

coarser grained material (silty sand and gravel). These coarser grained units are inferred to be glaciofluvial 

deposits which were laid down during the glacial advance stage of the most recent Fraser Glaciation event. 

Well locations are shown on Figure 4 below.   

As reported in well logs WTN 83508 and 83509 the coarser grained units are encountered at the following 

depth intervals below ground surface (the surface elevation of the drill holes is approximately 990 m asl): 

 44 to 59 feet (13.4 to 18 m); 

 203 to 208 feet (61.9 to 63.4 m); and  

 212 to 236 feet (64.6 to 72 m).  

Additional surficial geology information for the area northeast of the subject property (approximately 680 

m from the northeast corner) but on the north side of BX Creek is provided by another well log (WTN 

87421) along Forsberg Road (approximate ground elevation of 985 m asl) (Figure 4). This borehole has 

similar surficial deposits as the two boreholes on the south side of BX Creek with 204 feet (62.2 m) of clay 

rich till with boulders underlain by 31 feet (9.5 m) of coarse-grained glaciofluvial deposits. All three of 

these boreholes are less than 200 m from BX Creek (Figure 4). The well logs are provided in Appendix A.  

Bedrock was not encountered in either of these drill holes which implies that these glacial materials were 

deposited in a much larger trough/depression currently occupied by BX Creek. In addition, the 15 feet (4.6 

m) of shallower coarse-grained material reported in WTN 83508 was either not logged or is not present 

in the other two boreholes. There are no other well logs available for the lots along Forsberg Road at this 

time.  

 2.3.2.2 Surficial Geology NW of the Property 

The area to the northwest (on the north side of BX Creek and adjacent to both sides of Silver Star Road) 

has more development than the area northeast of the subject property with approximately 20 domestic 

water wells within one km of the northwest corner of the subject property. The three closest domestic 

water wells to the northwest corner of the property are WTN 62568 (approximately 400 m), WTN 87401 

(approximately 430 m) and WTN 103975 (approximately 500 m) (well logs provided in Appendix A). These 

water wells are all approximately 300 m north of BX Creek and are shown on Figure 4.  

In general, the surficial geology at these locations is similar to the geology reported northeast of the 

subject property. There is a thick unit of clay rich glacial till overlying a coarser-grained glaciofluvial unit. 
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The glaciofluvial unit is encountered at a depth of 223.5 feet below ground surface (ft bgs) (68 m below 

ground surface (m bgs)) at WTN 62568 and at a depth of 257 ft bgs (78.4 m bgs) at WTN 87401.  

The well log for WTN 103975 reports two layers of deeper glaciofluvial material as opposed to just one in 

the other well logs. The shallower of the two glaciofluvial units is approximately 12 m thick (top of the 

unit is 61 m bgs) while the deeper glaciofluvial unit is at least 3.5 m thick (top of the unit is 90 m bgs). This 

borehole was terminated in the glaciofluvial unit at a depth of 93.3 m. This confirms the existence of 

multiple glacial outwash events between glacial deposition events. 

WTN 62568 and WTN 103975 both report a thin layer of sand and gravel (6 to 8 feet thick) from the 

surface down to the top of the glacial till unit. This uppermost coarse-grained unit was not reported in 

WTN 87401. A three-foot-thick layer of sand and gravel was reported from 175 to 178 feet (53.4 to 54.3 

m) at WTN 87401.     

Similar to the three boreholes adjacent to the northeast section of the subject property, bedrock was not 

encountered in either of these drill holes. The contact between the deeper glaciofluvial unit and the 

overlying glacial till unit at these three well locations is deeper than the contact between these two units 

reported at the Forsberg Road well locations. This suggests that the contact between these glacial units is 

not flat lying and has a northeast to southwest slope component which mimics the surface topography 

between the aforementioned wells and the flow direction of BX Creek.  

There are no available well logs to provide detailed surficial or bedrock geology information for the area 

to the south, southwest, southeast, and east of the subject property as there is limited development in 

those areas.    

3.0 HYDROGEOLOGY 

The following subsections describe the expected hydrogeology at the subject property based on the water 

well logs from the adjacent residential lots.  

3.1 Mapped Aquifers 

A search of iMapBC indicates that there is no mapped aquifer beneath the subject property, although 

there are two mapped aquifers adjacent to the west-northwest boundary of the property (Figure 4).  Table 

1 below summarizes information from the aquifer factsheets and mapping reports for these two aquifers. 

Copies of the factsheets and mapping reports are provided in Appendix B. 
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Figure 4. Mapped aquifers adjacent to District Lot 3421, Regional District of North Okanagan, BC
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Table 1. Mapped aquifers adjacent to the west-northwest of the District Lot 3421 

Aquifer 
# 

Location 
Aquifer 
Classification/Type 

Confined/Unconfined Recharge Vulnerability/Production 

349 
W-NW of 
the 
property 

IIC (Confined 
Glaciofluvial sand 
and gravel) 

Confined (average 
thickness of confining 
material is 31 m) 

Inferred to be from 
mountain block 
recharge as well as 
meteoric recharge 
through the 
confining layer 

Low vulnerability/low to 
moderate productivity 

350 
W-NW of 
the 
property 

IIC (Fractured 
Bedrock) 

Confined (beneath 
Aquifer #349) 

Likely from upland 
areas to the south 
and direct 
precipitation 

Low vulnerability/low 
productivity 

The northeast boundary of the confined sand and gravel Aquifer #349 is approximate and there is 

potential this aquifer may extend beneath the subject property. This aquifer has a limited recharge 

capacity and limited storage due in part to the overlying confining layer. This was confirmed by a pumping 

test in one of the provincial observation wells (MOE well #322) which intercepted a hydraulic boundary. 

This aquifer is also heavily utilized with a well density of 15 wells per square kilometer (km) (256 wells 

correlated to this aquifer) which raises concern that this aquifer is overutilized and may continue to 

experience issues into the future. This aquifer also exhibits flowing artesian conditions which are most 

commonly reported in wells below the base of steep south facing slopes (13 reported artesian wells in 

this aquifer). The average estimated well yield in this aquifer is 1.2 liters per second (L/s) (19 gpm) (Aquifer 

Classification Work Sheet #349, 2017). The wells discussed in Section 2.3.2.2 above are screened in this 

aquifer.  

The other aquifer (Bedrock Aquifer #350) may also extend towards the direction of the subject property 

and may outcrop within the property or the upland area to the east of the property. The uplands to the 

east of the subject property may be part of the recharge area for this aquifer. The reported well yields for 

this aquifer range from 0.15 L/s (2 gpm) to 5.1 L/s (67 gpm). There are multiple domestic and industrial 

users of this bedrock aquifer although it currently does not have the quantity concerns that Aquifer #349 

has. The only note of concern is that groundwater level monitoring has been requested by people using 

the aquifer due to groundwater withdrawals by Clearly Canadian Beverage Corporation, although it is 

unknown if this is still a concern. This aquifer does not have the artesian concerns associated with Aquifer 

#349 as the reported depth to water varies from 5 to 250 ft bgs (1.5 to 76 m bgs) (Aquifer Classification 

Work Sheet #350, 2012).  

3.2 Physical Hydrogeology for Nearby Wells  

Table 2 summarizes pertinent physical details such as estimated well yield and static water levels for the 

water wells closest to the property. Five of the six wells are screened at depths greater than 65 m bgs (> 

213 ft bgs). The estimated well yields range from 2 gpm to 100 gpm with four of the six wells reporting 

well yields of 20 gpm or less. Artesian flow was reported in three of the deeper wells while the shallowest 
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well (WTN 83508) reported a static water level of 5.2 m bgs (17 ft bgs). The water quality for these 

domestic wells was not provided in the associated well logs.  

Table 2. Estimate well yields and static water levels for wells adjacent to District Lot 3421 

Well Tag # Location Date Drilled Aquifer # 
Estimated 
Well Yield 

(gpm) 

Static Water 
Level (m bgs) 

Well Screen 
Interval (m 

bgs) 

87421 

680 m NE of 
the property 

(Forsberg 
Road) 

 

August 21, 
2005 

Unmapped 10 Not provided 70.4 to 71.6 

83508 

485 m NE of 
the property 

(Forsberg 
Road) 

 

January 27, 
2005 

Unmapped 20 5.2 16.8 to 18 

83509 

485 m NE of 
the property 

(Forsberg 
Road) 

 

January 24, 
2005 

Unmapped 100 
Artesian 

(flow of 30 
gpm) 

Bottom of 
well set at 72 

m bgs 

87401 
430 m NW of 
the property 

 

January 19, 
2006 

349 60 

Artesian (7 m 
ags and a 
flow of 30 

gpm) 

81.4 to 82.6 

103975 
500 m NW of 
the property 

 

July 18, 2007 349 6 Not provided 92.1 to 93.3 

62568 
400 m NW of 
the property 

 

October 31, 
1992 

349 2 
Artesian 

(flow of 0.5 
gpm) 

68 to 69.2 

Notes: m bgs – meters below ground surface, gpm – gallons per minute 

4.0 REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 

The following provides a brief overview of the regulatory requirements for the proposed development 

within Electoral Area “C” of the Regional District of North Okanagan. 

4.1 Regional District of North Okanagan 

The preliminary plan for the subdivision must take into consideration the full potential build out of the 

parcel, estimated at 30 five acre (two hectare) lots, therefore the requirements of the RDNO Subdivision 

Servicing Bylaw No. 2600 (2013) must be abided by for providing a source of potable groundwater for 

each lot. The basic requirements of this bylaw (Section 406) are summarized below: 

 Site Plan indicating the location of the constructed well; 
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 A well yield test must be conducted by a Qualified Well Driller, Qualified Well Pump Installer or a 

person working under them or under a Qualified Professional. The well yield test results must be 

submitted to the Regional District and if the test demonstrates a well yield of a minimum of 14 

liters per minute (lpm) (3 gpm) then the water quantity requirements set out in this bylaw are 

considered satisfactory; 

 If the well yield test reports less than 14 lpm (3 gpm), then a pumping test must be conducted. 

The pumping test will be carried out by one of the qualified individuals noted above. A 

hydrogeological report must be prepared by a Qualified Professional and then submitted to the 

Regional District.  

 The pumping test shall be conducted between August 1 and March 1 (dry months of the year) or 

during another time of year as confirmed in writing by the Qualified Professional. The pumping 

test is required to determine the year round capacity of the well; 

 In Electoral Area “C” (location of District Lot 3421), the report must demonstrate that the drilled 

well can provide at a minimum 6,550 liters per day (1 gpm) of potable water per parcel; 

 The pump test, well yield tests, and all hydrogeology reports must be dated not more than five 

years prior to the date of subdivision application. 

The duration of a pumping test is dependent on what type of aquifer the well is screened in. Typically, a 

longer duration pump test is required for wells screened in bedrock aquifers than unconsolidated 

aquifers. A minimum of 72 hours may be required for a bedrock well and anywhere from a minimum of 

24 to 48 hours for a well screened in an unconsolidated aquifer.  

4.2 BC Government 

Under the new BC Water Sustainability Act (enacted February 29, 2016), a water licence is not required 

for a household well or groundwater used for domestic purposes, therefore if a well was drilled for each 

proposed lot a licence would not be required.  

Domestic purpose is defined under Part 1 (Interpretation and Application) Section 2 of the Water 

Sustainability Act as:  

the use of water for household purposes by the occupants of, subject to the regulations, one or 
more private dwellings, other than multi-family apartment buildings, including, without limitation, 
hotels and strata titled or cooperative buildings, located on a single parcel, including, without 
limitation, the following uses: 

(a) drinking water, food preparation and sanitation; 

(b) fire prevention; 

(c) providing water to animals or poultry kept 

(i) for household use, or 

(ii) as pets; 

(d) irrigation of a garden not exceeding 1 000 m2 that is adjoining and occupied with a 
dwelling; 
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If groundwater from a drilled well is provided to more than one parcel then a licence would be required 

under Part 2 (Licensing, Diversion and Use of Water) Section 9 of the Water Sustainability Act. The level 

of technical assessment required to support the licence application would be dependent on whether the 

well is screened in a bedrock aquifer or an unconsolidated aquifer and the proposed quantity of water 

use (Todd et. al., 2020).  

For instance, if one well was used to supply groundwater to 30 lots that each require the RDNO mandated 

6,550 liters per day then a total of approximately 197,000 L/day (36 gpm) would be required for all of the 

lots combined.  

If this well were screened in an unconsolidated sand and gravel aquifer then a Level 1 technical 

assessment would be required as the threshold for a Level 1 assessment is 300,000 L/day. A pumping test 

would not be required for a Level 1 technical assessment although information such as the well drillers 

report, well yield test, record of neighbouring wells would be required. If the Statutory Decision Maker 

(SDM) is concerned that the well may impact nearby well users or may be hydraulically connected to BX 

Creek then a higher level of assessment may be triggered.  

If the well were screened in a bedrock aquifer then a Level 3 technical assessment would be required as 

the Level 3 threshold is 100,000 to 300,000 L/day which means that a pumping test would be required. If 

the SDM has reason to believe that the bedrock aquifer is hydraulically connected to BX Creek then an 

Environmental Flow Needs (EFN) assessment would also be required. In addition, if there are groundwater 

users within 1 km also using this bedrock aquifer then a higher level of assessment may be triggered.       

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on a desktop review of available water well and aquifer data it is inferred that groundwater is likely 

present beneath the subject property (District Lot 3421), which would be sufficient to service the full build 

out (up to 30 lots) of the development and have negligible effect on any neighbouring wells. It is 

anticipated that either a bedrock aquifer or an unconsolidated glacial aquifer could be encountered within 

300 feet (91 m) of the ground surface. As there is no well log or aquifer information directly from the 

subject property this inference is based on well log details from water wells adjacent to the northwest 

and northeast sections of the property (within 700 m).  

The topography of the subject property slopes from the east towards the west, therefore it is anticipated 

that the glacial unconsolidated deposits become thicker downslope on the western side of the subject 

property. There may be more than one sand and gravel unit within these unconsolidated deposits which 

is able to transmit a sufficient amount of groundwater (1.2 gpm per parcel) and it is expected that these 

aquifers are confined by a glacial till aquitard. Flowing artesian conditions may be encountered due to the 

confined nature of the deposits especially as you go further downslope towards BX Creek.  

Bedrock is not expected to be encountered within 200 feet (61 m) on the downslope western part of the 

property but may be encountered within 200 feet (61 m) on the upslope eastern part of the property. As 

there is sufficient vertical relief (over 200 m) upslope of the property, the presence of an adequate 
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recharge area could result in pressure heads within a bedrock aquifer resulting in flowing artesian 

conditions.  

In regard to water quality, groundwater within confined aquifers generally has a higher chance of having 

elevated concentrations of certain metals (e.g. iron and manganese) which can generally be alleviated 

with standard in-home water treatment methods.  

It is recommended as the project progresses to subdivision to drill a minimum of one test well to add 

certainty to the abundance of groundwater within the subject property. A pumping test may be required 

depending on the lithology encountered and the results from a standard well yield test. The water quality 

can be tested by collecting a water quality sample at the end of the well yield test and sent to a certified 

lab (e.g. ALS Labs).  

Considering the potential for artesian conditions, a registered driller (under the Water Sustainability Act) 

with artesian experience and the proper equipment should be engaged for the drilling of the test well(s). 

An unregistered driller may also undertake the drilling if supervised by another registered well driller or a 

professional (with competency in stopping or controlling artesian flow and can be engaged should artesian 

conditions be encountered).  

Report prepared by:  

Cassiar Geoscience     

 
 
 
   
Cody Cameron, B.Sc., P.Geo.      
Hydrogeologist 
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%

WATER WELL RECORD
WELL NO.

MINISTRY OF WATER, LAND AND AIR PROTECTION VICTORIA. BRITISH COLUMBIA CI
- *

*J~ U
LEGAL DESCRIPTION LOT 5 EC T P R 0. L LAND DISTRUCT P L AN L J ~
DESCRIPTIVE LOCATION L 7 CE NC E NO DATE 2 X Y NO .

OWNERS NAME / A 0 DR E SS
(

/

DRILLEPS NAME ADDRESS DATE COMPLETED NAT. TOPO SHEET NO

/ ELEVATION CESTlMATED
D€ PT H OF SURVEYED CASONG DIAM L E N G T H PRODUCTION TEST SUMMARY

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION CASING DIAM L. EN GT H DATE

SCREEN LOCATiON SC R E E N ~ S ! Z E L E N GT H T Y PE
TEST BY
BAiL TEST PUMP' lEST i DLJF1AT1ON OF TEST

SANITARY SEAL YES NOS SCREEN SIZE L E N GT H T Y ? E RATE DF~WOWN

PERFORATED CASING Cl LENGTH PERFORATIONS FROM TO WATER LEVEL AT COMPLETION OF TEST
AVAiLABLE DRAWDOWN SPECIFIC CAPACITY

GRAVEL PACK ~ LENGTH D ! AM SIZE GFTAVEL,ETC PERMEABMTY STORAGE COEFF

DISTANCE YO WATER LJESTXMATEU WATERLEVEX
TRANSMISSWlTY
ESTVMATED WELL. YIELD

F ROM MEASURED ELEVATBON AFTENAN PRESSURE RECOMMENDEDPUMWNGRAW
RFCOMMENDEDPUMPSETWNG

DATE OF WATEP LEVEL MEASURE MENT WA T E R U S E

CH E M ! S T R Y

TE ST 8 Y

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOL! OS

,umhos/cm
CONDUCTANCE AT 25lC

TOTAL ALKALlNlTY(COC0,)

COLOUR

L 1 T H 0 LO G Y

FRoM Tb DESCRI PT l ON

DA T E

mgA TEMPERATURE = c pH SILICA (S602) m g / l

TOTALIRON(PM mgM TOTAL HARDNESS(COCOg m qi 1
{

; . , -

1-

1

L

mq/l PHEN. ALKALlNITYUZK} C03) mq/l MANGANESE(Mn) mg/ l

0 D OU R TU R 8 I O 1 T Y
1

1

%

%

+ +

A N ! ON S mq/ l 8 D FT1 C AT i ON 5 moi ! 8 ? fT1 + 1

cARBoNATE (co,)
BICARBONATE (HCO3)

CALCBUM (cu)

- 1

MAGNEaUM(Mm Ml
SULPHAYE iSo,) ~

somUM(Nu) ,- 1
CHLORIDE (Cl) 1 , -  7 POTASSIUM (K)

NO = ONO, (NITROGEN) iRON (Di SsOLvE 0)

- -- 4
M T

a TKN. (NITROGEN)

PHOSPHORUS (P) if
#

1

- 4 -
- !-

TKN - TOTAL NELDAHL NLTROGEN CHEMQSTRY SITE NO
+

1

NO2 - NITRlTE N0, = N1TRATE
+

CHEMISTRY FIELD TESTS
4

TEST BY DA T E EQUIPMENT USED
4

CONTENTS OF FOLDER

D R 1 L L LOG PUMP TEST DATA CHEMiCAL ANALYSiS

- ,  ,

S(EVE ANALYSIS GEOF'HYSl(lAL LOGS R E PO RT

L

A

+

0 T HE R : * i
+

, ,
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WELL LOG

BOX 306, STN. A
KELOWNA, B.C.

V1Y 7N8

YA DRILLING 1985~

03 "?

LT~,
!

. - V

/ , , !

OO
~ B

 
~ 1' , /7/ 2

 i !

[~~~,;
J

- .
A €

% . ,
 ( l

8) =/ ~},< 7 . ~>
O

€ //ER;€;;:T; €>9>6*

Name Pga ~ ~ TO ( l(
Address: ~ ,~

N 6; 7
.- SfQ- ~ ~ £~ . ~1 ~ , -

Address: U € Y' Y= gvL C

PHONE' (604) 769 - 3408

(604) 762 - 1362

NQ

Be 'WELl; Satisfied

Lot PL DL

1
,2:} Domestic jr lndusuial

Irrigation Test Well

Municipal

Other

QAIE; $pUdd€:d O (, ~

. ~~ /(-

7 ~ Compl(3 [ed ( ~ - 3 , iq z,

HM TQ Other Equip.

DEEIH;

Overburdon ~1 7
.

ix. Tool Push

Bedrock V TI. Drillef Vj.)' wx Q Q Mxc [ € Q ;

QwneFs number of well, (if more than one) £
New well ~
Deepened
Reconditioned

Liner Installed

Air Rotary M ~
Rotary

Jened TY"
Pressure Fractured

Diameter of well ~£. ~ - inches

Dnued ~l 1 '
n Depth of completed well 2 1~ '

ft.

6 >5
- Deam.rmm Q n,£;~ErE

Threaded

Welded ~
" Diam. !rom
" Diam. from

ft. to

ft. lo f!

YEs NW'
Type of perforator used

SIZE of perlorations

perforalions from

perforations from

in, by

h. to

h. to

rn

h

fl

Type ,SL;%il+1i=iFEl
'

Diam.
"

Slot Size-,030 from -1);] ft. to 7 Z ~}' ft.

Diam. Slot Size 1rom It. lo

YeB NOW sizeorGraven

Gravel placed From . h. lo

5£5£A9£;EAL; Yes B' Np Depm ,
Material Used ln Seal ~ >~i ~ ((i ~pgA;v!j*£
Method ol Sealing strata off lb (*g(x!; j ?, 7 C(~ < Hq-*Mrr

!
shane Level YE! Uy - By (5.ff* / TI.

Measured from ;~ ),1, '
4 n wim "

od}; l £~1e A

Pumping level rio ' . at - 2 -- GPM

Recommended Pump Semng 42 ~ ; II.

I1 Flowing Well " - m GPM

Recommended M Pump Output 4  ~~ GPH

Waler Clear @~ Coloured - Silly K  Sandy

Duration of1esnsi~ n [, {- 7; uh; g{ ~~~ " Hrs.

Total 17* 7 ft. Roughneck
7
~ U -

*13
[(: ~ U ( vr

DEHH

FROM TO

GROUND

..LEvEL 0 9;* ii;..L;££;;l€1 £.1L £4. ml ,gum
fl' [- , Cl 4ex J -V

vr
9 ' ng"

-
5 (4 A;!~ ~ lu ~

8 M 1;* Cr ,3 £ , , - 2- . ' " Cl;3 m,ltL "Ga -/ 1, * BLL~U£

;5 in nam '

B l ( r £1J T
~lL4Li> 5lu UXL£,L,.

:1
-
13 2.  2 11 ( 7  po.; £ fi" ~ Eu I L - [ A ~fudri # S €

-  j
AN : iL Tl"<K £ ( (f gr i 4 -,1

, ~ ~ -
/'i ?

W B

V Hereby Agleu work

has been ompleted in accordance with In conlracl ur;d,4ur11aierial used has been 0!

top quality, /

CAPRI DRILLING (1985) LTD.

GENERAL REMARKS

J-UA ~ff   ~  ,  5 * BY£££(!,
~

6!f£*xi*?l $*2 ! x ;,X

. .6 2 lb

lB 1 --  f G £ K B / 9 ml - .UL (- --2 , 63, QUI,

IT LS HERESY AGREED THAT QL1AL1I1EE OF WAIER ALONG WITH ALL OI HLH HEMAHKS, ARE l RUE ONlY IO 'l i H: BLS l KNOWLEDGl Of

THE PERSONNEL AND COMPANY, AND THEY CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR A MISTAKE lN CALCULATION

tHE COMPANY WiLL NOT BE HELD RESPONSlBLE FOR PUBLIC LIABILH Y OR PROPERTY DAMAGE CAUSED BY Fl OWING WELL WASH OUTS OH ANY OI 7 ICH MIST IAPS

ALL MATERIALS SHALL REMAIN PROPERTY OF CAPRI DRILLING UNI iL ACCOUNT IS PAID IN FULL
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BCGS MAP 0 0 O
E

On
,~ -- WELLNO.

WAT ER WE L L
MWISVI PH 0 i tif'*W%H() f*Jfv'l [ fJT WNEH MA N,fX(3FMENT DMSJON

LEGAL DESCPAPTION LOT, 5 El C . T P R 0. L 

RECORD

LAND DISTRICT

DESCRIPTIVE LOCK Tl ON .

OWNERS NAME ,

DRIL LERS NAME ,

VlCTORRA, BRITiSH COLUMBIA

PLAN,

LICENCE NO - (FAY E ,

ADOPESS,;;-L

ELEVATiON

ADD9€SS
~ ESNMATED

DEPTH. OF, [J SURVEYED

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTKON,

CASINGDKAM

,CASING D AM ,

DATE COMPLETFD.

FEI ML No jj
[NI"-T.IT:I:l*

II1r1TT;I*;T
Z X Y N 0 .

NAT, TOPO SHE ET NO

LENGTH

,,LENGTH ,

PRODUCTION TEST SUMMARY

SCRE EN LOCAT iON , SC F7 E E N

SANITARY SEAL YESCJ NOC) SCREEN
PERFORATED CASING ~ LENGTH

GRAVEL PACK ~ ENGTH

SIZE
SIZE, -

DIAM

LE N G T H .
L F NG T H ,

PE R FORAT IONS FROM ,

SIZE GRAVEL. E TC,

1YFl
TVPE

TO

DiSTANCE TO WATEF7. ,ClESTlMATED WATER LEVEL

FROM, CJMEASURED ELEVATION, ARTES!AN PRESSURE ,

DATE F WATEP LEVEL MEASUREMENT

CH E M l S T R Y

TEST BY

, WATER USE .

DATF
Ti Si BN,
BAIL TFST PUMPTFST UF*ATKON OF TEST

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS
pmhos/cm

CONOUCTANCE AT 25'C

mgA TEMPERATURE

TOTAL MON (Fe) mg/!

GATE .
Oc PH.- SIUCA(S ~ ;L,

TOTAL HARDNESS(CeCOg.,

TOTAL ALKALIM TY (coco,) mq/! PHEN ALKALINI TY ((ie CO;) mq/l MANGANESE (Mn) ,

mg/l

.mg/!

mq/

C OL dU R O D OU R TURBl [)I TY ,

AN l ON $ mq/ 1 8 p Ff! CA T l 0 N S mg/ l 8 p FT!

CARBONATE (CO,)

BICARBONATE (HCO,)

SULPHATE (Sd,)

CALCIUM(C0! ,, " 7 - d vw -

MAGNEMUM(Mq)M" - ,
SOOIUM(NO)

CHLORIDE (Cl) PoTASS1UM(K)

NO; € NO, (NITROGEN) 1RON (DBSSOLVE D)

. TKN (NITROGEN)

PHOSPHORUS (P)

TKN - TOTAL KJELDAHL NITROGEN CHEMISTRY SITE NO

NOZ - NITRITE NO, = NtTRATE

CHEMISTRY FIELD TESTS

T E 5 T BY . 0 A T E - EQUIPMENT USED

gATF . D RAW DOW N, ,

WATFH { FX/Fl Al COMPLEUON OF TEST ,
AVAlLA81 F DRAWDOWN SPECKFKC CAPAU TY ,
PE RMEAHM I'Y STORAGE (ZOEFF ,

TRANSMISSWWTY
ESTWMATED WELL YIELD
RECOMMENDED PUMPWG RAT? - -
RECOMMENFD PUMP SETTING

L ! T H OLD G Y

#£70M TA?6' I'"   
L , ,7

QESCRl PTlON

1

+
, I

1

l
1

CONTENTS OF FOLDER

0 Rl L L LOG

SIEVE ANALYSIS

0 T HE R

SOURCES OF IN FOR M ATI ON

PUMP TEST DATA

GEOPHYSI CAL LOGS

ChEMICAL ANALYSIS

REPORT

1
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APPENDIX B 

Aquifer Classification Sheets  
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